AAE’s Prophecy rest is a Full-Capture Fall-Away rest designed for hunters that demand the maximum in accuracy, consistency and dependability. Built on AAE’s
renowned Pro Series frame providing both vertical
and horizontal micro adjust for ease of set-up and fine
tuning. Our proprietary trigger mechanism includes
an integrated Nano-second delay allowing the rest to
stay up longer while maintaining maximum clearance.
The launcher is flexible & unbreakable for added forgiveness and minimal arrow noise. The stainless steel
tolerance fit axle rotates on twin stainless steel sealed
ball bearings for ultimate strength and consistency.
Field replaceable activation cord for ease of set-up
and timing. The Prophecy’s internal mechanism
does not cycle when letting down reducing potential
unwanted noise and is the longest lasting in its class.
The Prophecy is available in Black and Red, RH or LH,
Standard Mount.
INSTALLATION: Mount your rest to the side of your
bow with the included 5/16-24 × ¾” mounting bolt.
Be sure the rest is level if using the standard mount.
Tighten the mount set screw to lock the rest in place.
Cock the flexible molded launcher of the Prophecy by
pressing down on the launcher base until the launcher
locks into the loaded (UP) position. Next, loosen the
launcher set screws and slide launcher to the left or
right to get your approximate center shot. Minor center shot adjustments can be made later during tuning
using the horizontal micro adjust. The capture bar can
be adjusted up and down for clearance by loosening
the capture bar button head screws.
AAE LAUNCH PAD: The arrow cradle on the launch
pad should be placed near the front edge of the riser.
SETTING NOCK HEIGHT: For optimum performance
the Prophecy’s flexible launcher needs to be able to
go below horizontal in the down position to engage
the anti-bounce back feature of the rest. Make sure
the rest is in the down position, if the launcher is in
the up position simply rotate the activation knob forward to fire the rest. Loosen the Vertical Lock button
head screw, then turn the vertical micro adjust screw
until the launcher is resting on the AAE Launch Pad
in a position just below horizontal. Re-tighten the vertical lock button head screw. Using a bow square, set
your nock height at even to 1/8-inch high.

ATTACHING THE ACTIVATION CABLE: The Prophecy
uses an activation cord designed to be attached to
the down buss cable of your bow. Provided with the
rest is AAE’s exclusive eZ-Clamp that when used with
the Prophecy’s tune-able timing knob makes for a
very quick and simple set-up and installation that
does not require a bow press. The second method is
recommended for the extreme hunter and/or close
clearance cables. This method does require the use of
a bow press.
Option 1 - MOUNTING THE EZ-CLAMP: The eZ-Clamp
needs to be attached to the down buss cable below
the rest a minimum of 2-inches using the included
Plastite screws. The activation cord hole should face
the riser of the bow to avoid rotating the cables of
the bow when the arrow is released. Feed the activation cord through the activation cord hole in the
eZ-Clamp. Pull the activation cord snug but not tight.
Tighten the eZ-Clamp locking set screw so that the
cord can just be pulled through. Draw the bow—the
cord should slide through the eZ-Clamp once the
knob reaches its stop. Let the bow down (DO NOT
DRY FIRE THE BOW). Tighten the locking set screw in
the eZ-Clamp. DO NOT strip the eZ-Clamp locking set
screws. Your AAE Prophecy arrow rest is now ready to
shoot.
Option 2 - Extreme Hunting: For extreme hunting
use or close clearance cables AAE also recommends
the following activation cord installation. This method
requires a "Tied in" knot to be installed on the downward traveling cable approximately 6"- 8" below cable
rod.
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Slide the activation cord up to knot and adjust timing
using set screw on the activation knob on rest. This
installation method allows for easy in field servicing.
Proper Timing of your Prophecy Rest: There are (2)
laser etched lines on the housing of the Prophecy
and (1) laser etched line on the end of the Prophecy
Activation Knob. When your bow is at full draw the
line on the Activation Knob needs to be between the
(2) lines on the housing. Minor tune adjustments can
be made by adjusting the timing within these marks.

To prevent any unwanted movement of the knot it
is recommended that the bow be pressed in a bow
press so the material being used can be woven 3
times through the cable before creating the knot. The
activation cord is then attached under the knot using
a basic half hitch.
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